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Date: 04/09/2021 
 
To: Citizens of Jefferson Parish 

 
From:  David McClintock, Inspector General  
 
Re:      Audit Report #2020-0038 – Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company 
 
The Jefferson Parish Office of Inspector General (“JPOIG”) performed an audit on the 
operations and functions of the Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company 
(“HWMVFC”).  This audit was an emergent audit arising from a recent follow-up audit’s 
unresolved findings. 
 
The objectives of this report were:  
 

• To determine the adequacy of internal controls aimed to ensure that public funds received 
are spent in accordance with all governing laws and regulations and the fire district 
millage restrictions; and  

• To assess the fire company’s compliance with the current fire services contract with 
Jefferson Parish. 
 

The results of the audit identified a lack of compliance with the Parish contract, inadequate 
development of fiscal policies and procedures, and lack of proper controls over fuel invoicing 
and payroll payments.  
 
The six (6) findings are enumerated in “Attachment A” and include specific elements directed to 
the HWMFVC and Administration.  The confidential draft report dated 02/05/2021 received a 
written response from the HWMVFC and Administration.   Please see Attachment E of the 
report for the entire Administration’s response.  Please see Attachment F for the HWMVFC’s 
response. 
 
The JPOIG would like to thank the management and staff of the HWMVFC and the 
Administration for their assistance and cooperation throughout this audit. 
 

Sincerely,   
 
 

David McClintock 
Inspector General  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Jefferson Parish Office of Inspector General (JPOIG) has completed an audit of the Herbert 
Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company (HWMVFC). This engagement was a 2020 emergent 
audit. 
  
Objectives 
The objectives of this audit were to: 
 

1. To determine the adequacy of internal controls to ensure that public funds received are 
spent in accordance with all governing laws and regulations and the fire district millage 
restrictions; and  

2. To assess the fire company’s compliance with the current fire services contract with 
Jefferson Parish. 

 
Audit Results 
The JPOIG determined that the HWMVFC has not yet developed sufficient and adequate internal 
policies and procedures. Findings and recommendations were noted in the areas of operating 
expenditures, fuel expenditures, payroll, cash, and overall compliance with the existing agreement 
with the Parish.  
 
Recommendations 
The JPOIG issued six (6) findings: 
 

1. Lack of Segregation of Duties;  
2. Lack of Documented Approval of Invoices for Payment;  
3. Lack of Adequate Internal Control Over Payroll Payments;  
4. Fuel Invoicing Exceptions; 
5. Lack of Compliance with the Parish Contract; and 
6. Lack of Adequate Fiscal Policies and Procedures. 

 
The findings above all relate to the lack of basic internal controls over public funds within the fire 
company’s control.  A recurring theme in the operations of volunteer fire companies is the lack of 
written policies and procedures, which, at a minimum, would serve as an effective tool against 
fraud, waste and abuse of public funds.  The JPOIG would like to thank both the Office of Fire 
Services and the Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company for their assistance with this 
audit.   
 
The JPOIG findings and recommendations follow the report and are found at Attachment A.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Pursuant to JPCO § 2-155.10(11) (a), the Jefferson Parish Office of Inspector General (JPOIG) 
initiated an emergent audit of the Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company 
(HWMVFC).  The audit was initiated as a result of information identified during a follow-up 
report.   
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
The audit objectives are as follows: 

• To determine the adequacy of internal controls aimed to ensure that public funds received 
are spent in accordance with all governing laws and regulations and the fire district 
millage restrictions; and  

• To assess the fire company’s compliance with the current fire services contract with 
Jefferson Parish. 

 
SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Scope 
The audit period is January, 1 through June 30, 2020.  
 
Methodology 
The JPOIG developed and followed an audit program to assess risks and controls by sampling 
over the five (5) key areas: (1) operating expenditures, (2) payroll, (3) fuel expenditures, (4) 
equipment, and (5) cash-in-bank. Additionally, the JPOIG utilized the Parish’s compliance 
documentation maintained through the Office of Fire Services (OFS) to determine the 
HWMVFC’s level of compliance with the Parish contract for the last key area. 
 
Standards 
The JPOIG conducted the audit in accordance with the International Professional Practices 
Framework (IPPF), promulgated by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA). These standards 
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a 
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based upon audit objectives.  We believe that 
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the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 
audit objectives.  
 
Acronyms 
The following acronyms are used in this document. 

JP Jefferson Parish Government (the Parish) 
JPOIG Jefferson Parish Office of Inspector General 

Fire Districts Jefferson Parish Fire Protection Districts 
HWMVFC Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company 

OFS Office of Fire Services 
GAGAS Generally Accepted Government Audit Standards 

 
BACKGROUND  

The HWMVFC is a 501(c)(3) organization according to the Internal Revenue Service website. It 
is also registered with the Louisiana Secretary of State as a non-profit corporation.1   
 
The HWMVFC is one of five fire companies providing fire prevention and suppression services 
in Jefferson Parish Fire Protection District No. 7. The five companies are: 

1. Avondale Volunteer Fire Company; 

2. Bridge City Volunteer Fire Company #1; 

3. Herbert Wallace Memorial Volunteer Fire Company; 

4. Live Oak Manor Volunteer Fire Department; and 

5. The Nine Mile Point Volunteer Fire Company #1. 
 
Each of the five companies operates one fire station. The fire companies are funded through a 
District-wide millage; currently at 24.36 mills. The Parish makes monthly transfers of 
$61,665.83 to the HWMVFC as per the contract, which carries a 10-year term.2  The Parish 
contracts with the HWMVFC to perform fire services within its designated geographic area on 
the West Bank. 
 
DATA ANALYSIS  
 
The JPOIG requested records from the the HWMVFC and its third party accountant/auditor for 
the period 01/01/2020 through 06/30/2020.  These requests returned the following information to 
the JPOIG: (1) a complete general ledger and trial balance (electronic copy), (2) financial 
statements for the period of review, (3) supporting documents (invoices, receipts, etc.) for 
operating expenditures and payroll expenditures, (4) a listing of all vehicles and equipment, and 

                                                 
1.The HWMVFC was not in good standing with the Louisiana Secretary of State for failing to file its Annual Report. 
By completion of this report the HWMVFC had filed their annual report and was in good standing with the 
Louisiana Secretary of State. 
2 Fire Protection Agreement dated 02/27/2018 between Fire Protection District #7, of the Parish of Jefferson, State 
of Louisiana, authorized by Jefferson Parish Council Resolution # 130385, and Herbert Wallace Memorial 
Volunteer Fire Company. 
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Books and Records 
Based upon response to JPOIG requests, the HWMVFC does not internally maintain books or 
records in the form of a general ledger.  The Administrator  does maintain a manual check 
register.  On a monthly basis, the Administrator submits the check register and all fiscal 
documents (payables, payroll, deposits, etc.) to an outside accounting firm (the “CPA”).  The 
CPA maintains a general ledger on a cash basis for the HWMVFC and prepares interim monthly 
financial statements.  The CPA provides monthly financial statements to the HWMVFC by the 
15th of the following month for their use.   
 
The CPA firm that performs the accounting services and prepares the interim financial 
statements also performs the annual audit.  The most recent annual audit of the HWMVFC was 
completed as of 09/18/2020.   
 
The JPOIG Auditor reviewed both the monthly financial statements and the annual audits 
prepared by the CPA firm for the HWMVFC. Additionally, the JPOIG met with representatives 
from the CPA firm to further understand the terms of the engagement. The JPOIG learned that 
the CPA firm prepared audited financial statements and issued audit opinions in accordance with 
GAGAS for the HWMVFC for fiscal years 1996 through 2019.   
 
B. Operating Expenditures 
 
The HWMVFC Administrator, performs certain administrative functions for the fire company 
including the payments of bills, the preparation of payroll summaries, the deposit of 
miscellaneous receipts, and the maintenance of the checking accounts and check registers.   
 
The JPOIG noted that the HWMVFC has three (3) authorized signers on the company’s 
operating bank accounts with Capital One Bank and Regions Bank, and that the Administrator 
also is one of the authorized signers.  Although each check requires two (2) signatures, the 
Administrator’s status as a signer presents a lack of segregation of duties issue, as the 
Administrator also has authority to access to the accounting records and has online access to all 
bank accounts.4 
 
As noted above in the previous section, the HWMVFC does utilize a CPA firm to perform 
certain accounting services, such as reconciling all bank accounts, posting all transactions to the 
HWMVFC general ledger (commonly known as the entity’s books of account) and preparing 
monthly, unaudited, interim financial statements for the President and Board of Director’s review 
and information. 
 
The JPOIG reviewed the general ledger prepared by the CPA firm for the six-month period 
indicated above and tested selected transactions to validate the supporting documentation and to 
determine if the nature and purpose of the expenditure was an allowable use of restricted millage 

                                                 
4 The GAO Standards for Internal Control, commonly known as the Green Book, is a recognized authoritative 
source used by government finance professionals.  Section 10.312 states:  Management divides or segregates key 
duties and responsibilities among different people to reduce the risk of error, misuse, or fraud. This includes 
separating the responsibilities for authorizing transactions, processing and recording them, reviewing the 
transactions, and handling any related assets so that no one individual controls all key aspects of a transaction or 
event. 
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funds.  No unallowable expenditures were identified. However, there was no evidence of  the 
Board’s written approval for any of the invoices.  
 
C. Payroll  
 
Payroll is processed bi-weekly by an outside payroll service.  The standard pay period for the 
HWMVFC is based upon a 24-hour work day, and a 106-hour two week pay period.  Scheduled 
days off are determined by the Fire Chief in advance to ensure station coverage. Some instances 
of overtime are necessary when employees incur unplanned absences from a previously 
scheduled work shift.   
 
Each pay period, employees complete and sign a timesheet, but the timesheet does not require 
employees to attest to time worked.  See Attachment C.  The supervisor reviews and signs the 
timesheets before submitting them to the Administrator.   

The Administrator prepares a summary of all employee’s timesheets and forwards this summary 
document and a copy of the timesheets to the third-party payroll service.   Because  timesheets 
and the related summary require manual entry, totals shown are sometimes incorrect. The 
Administrator does not review the time records or validate the totals as shown on the timesheet.  
HWMVFC management does not review the payroll summary submissions.  

A third-party payroll service processes payroll using specialized software, and forwards the 
resulting payroll summary reports and the required funding amount to HWMVFC for their 
records.  The employee’s net pay is deposited directly into the employee’s designated checking 
account through direct deposit by the third-party payroll service.  All tax and benefit 
withholdings and employer tax and benefit payments are remitted by the third-party payroll 
service using the designated HWMVFC payroll account. 

The JPOIG tested a sample of 52 separate employee payroll submissions within the audit period, 
and noted 14 exceptions as follows: 
 

1) In six (6) instances, federal and state taxes were not withheld from the employee’s pay, 
hence, the requisite payments to the various taxing authorities were not made for that pay 
period.  The employee requested taxes not to be withheld by placing a notation on their 
timesheet.  No W-4 forms were completed or retained to properly authorize the 
employee’s exemption from tax. 

2) In two (2) instances, a firefighter’s state pay was paid incorrectly.  In one instance, a 
firefighter’s state supplemental pay was incorrectly paid to an employee that was not 
entitled to receive this pay. In another instance, the state supplemental pay was not paid 
to an employee who was entitled to receive it. 

3) In one (1) instance, an employee was not paid for all of the hours listed on the 
employee’s timesheet with no explanation as to why the hours were not included in the 
employee’s pay. 

4) In one (1) instance, the employee’s total hours worked on the timesheet were summarized 
incorrectly, resulting in the employee being paid overtime in excess of hours worked.   

5) In four (4) instances, training hours were not calculated toward overtime hours, when the 
employee was entitled to receive pay and overtime pay for training hours completed.  
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Employees are entitled to receive paid training when the training hours are completed on 
a non-scheduled work day. 

The percentage of total exceptions noted was in excess of 26%, and indicates the need for 
additional controls over payroll transactions, and more robust payroll policies and procedures.   
 
D.  Fuel Expenditures  
 
The HWMVFC expends approximately $30,000 per year to fuel four (4) vehicles, and has issued 
4 fuel cards which are maintained in each vehicle.  Employees who regularly drive the company 
vehicles, are responsible to refuel them as needed.   
 
The JPOIG tested 25 weekly invoices from the fire company’s fuel vendor, Fuelman, for 
accuracy and internal controls over fuel expenditures paid by the HWMVFC.  The JPOIG 
learned that HWMVFC management does not review the invoices or create a written record of 
approval for payment.  Further, HWMVFC does not have a written policy for the distribution of 
Fuelman fuel purchase cards, the delivery of fuel to the company’s vehicles, or the payment of 
fuel invoices.  
 
The testing revealed 12 total exceptions.  Ten (10) exceptions were related to inaccurate mileage 
entered at the time of fuel purchase, and one (1) exception was related to an improper fuel type 
purchased.  The vehicle called for diesel fuel, and unleaded fuel was dispensed at the station 
using the company’s Fuelman card.  One (1) exception was due to missing weekly fueling 
receipts. The exceptions recurred amongst four employees, one of which was the Fire Chief. 
 
E.  Equipment 
 
The current contract with the Parish requires that the HWMVFC maintain an accurate inventory 
of fire vehicles and equipment.  Additionally, the contract states that all equipment that has been 
purchased with public funds be titled in the name of the District, in this case, District # 7.5  The 
JPOIG tested the equipment records for compliance with the Parish contract. 
 
HWMVFC maintains a small fleet of fire equipment vehicles; namely, two (2) Ferrara fire 
pumpers and two (2) Ford F-250 pick-up trucks.  The JPOIG validated that all of the vehicles are 
titled in the name of the district, and all vehicles were physically present at the fire station at the 
time of the physical inventory.  The estimated market value of all vehicles is $330,346.  The total 
of all  property and equipment reported in the unaudited interim financial statements dated 
06/30/2020 is $637,416.  A complete inventory of all equipment held at the station is not 
maintained.   
 
F.  Compliance with Applicable Laws and Regulations and the Parish Contract 
 
The JPOIG requested quarterly compliance reports from the OFS Director.  The JPOIG 
requested reports for the period 01/01/2020 through 09/30/2020, as well as policies and 

                                                 
5 Fire Protection Agreement dated 02/27/2018 between Fire Protection District # 7, of the Parish of Jefferson, State 
of Louisiana, authorized by Jefferson Parish Council via Resolution # 130385, and Herbert Wallace Memorial 
Volunteer Fire Company. 
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procedures from the HWMVFC.  The JPOIG reviewed the policies and procedures, noting the 
policies and procedures do not address the following areas: 
 

o General fiscal controls and process. 
o Guidance on allowable and unallowable uses of public funds. 
o Fuel usage and fuel purchases. 
o Processes for cash in bank, authorized signatories and bank reconciliations. 
o The maintenance of accounting records and the preparation of interim financial 

statements. 
o The requirement for an independent annual audit of the entity. 

 
The JPOIG is aware that the OFS has issued the following directives to all VFCs.  On 
10/07/2019, an e-mail was sent to all VFC Fire Chiefs requesting they implement policies and 
procedures that include certain elements regarding fiscal operations and controls.  See 
Attachment D.  Additionally, over the course of the 2020 fiscal year, discussions were held by 
the OFS Director with all VFC fire chiefs regarding compliance with fiscal reporting 
requirements set forth in the contract, including the purchase and implementation of QuickBooks 
accounting software using a standardized chart of accounts for all transactions recorded.  The 
OFS Director informed the JPOIG that the HWMVFC was not in compliance with certain 
elements of the contract as of 11/30/2020.  These items are as follows: 
 

o The third quarter 2020 financial report has not been submitted to OFS, which was 
due on 10/15/2020. 

o The annual audit for 2019 has not been submitted to OFS, which was due after the 
close of the 2019 fiscal year. 

o The current inventory report has not been submitted to OFS. 
 
G.  Parish Office of Fire Services Management and Oversight of VFCs 
 
The Office of Fire Services (OFS) is a department within Parish government vested with duties 
and responsibilities involving the management of the cooperative endeavor agreements with 
VFCs, including the HWMVFC.6  The OFS is a developing function that engages in oversight of 
VFC fiscal operations and has been discussed in previous JPOIG reports.7  
 
Many of the issues identified in this report are both the responsibility of the HWMVFC and also 
fall within the oversight of the OFS which has the authority to ensure adequate policy and 
procedure translate into meaningful business practices. While the instant report discusses the 
HWMVFC, the functions are being performed within each of the 13 VFCs. The OFS is well 
positioned to ensure, through the establishment of a standardized VFC fiscal framework, that 
adequate and demonstrable fiscal controls are in place.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The lack of implemented fiscal and administrative internal controls over public funds remitted to 
                                                 
6 JPCO §2-212. 
7 JPOIG report #2019-0003. The report discusses the efforts of the OFS and may be accessed via 
https://www.jpoig.net/images/2019-0003 - Combined Public Report OFS Sanitized Reduced.pdf. 
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HWMVFC  continues to present an ongoing risk of waste and potential fraud.  The Parish Office 
of Fire Services exercises general fiscal oversight of the VFCs, to include the HWVFC, via 
contract. While the JPOIG understands this is a developing function, there is concern that the 
HWMVFC is not currently providing a sufficient level of fiscal assurance without the 
implementation and integration of the following basic fiscal controls:  (1) segregation of duties; 
(2) standardized policies and procedures; (3) written authorizations; (4) approval of invoices, (5) 
employee attestations of time worked; and (6) internal controls over fuel purchases.  

 
The JPOIG findings and recommendations for the HWMVFC follow the report and are found in 
Attachment A.  
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FINDINGS AND OBSERVATIONS 
An observation is the result of looking at a process or procedure being performed by others and 
is typically founded upon a specific time, or period, during which the observations takes place. 
A finding indicates a material or significant weakness in controls or compliance that was not 
detected or corrected by an entity in the normal course of performing its duties. Findings can be 
any one or the combination of the following: (1) significant deficiencies in internal controls; (2) 
fraud and illegal acts; (3) violations of contracts and grant agreements; (4) inefficiencies, (5) 
waste; or (6) abuse.  
 
Finding #1: Lack of Segregation of Duties 

Condition: 
The current Administrator who processes the company’s receipt of revenues and payments to 
vendors, is also a signatory on the company’s four checking accounts.  
 
Criteria: 
The GAO Standards for Internal Control, commonly known as the Green Book, is a recognized 
authoritative source used by government finance professionals.  Section 10.312 states:  
 

Management divides or segregates key duties and responsibilities among different 
people to reduce the risk of error, misuse, or fraud. This includes separating the 
responsibilities for authorizing transactions, processing and recording them, 
reviewing the transactions, and handling any related assets so that no one 
individual controls all key aspects of a transaction or event. 

 
Cause: 
The HWMVFC Board of Directors and the Fire Chief authorized the Administrator to sign 
checks and make deposits as part of his job duties.   
 
Exposure: 
Lack of adequate segregation of duties over cash and bank accounts creates the potential for 
fraud, waste, and abuse to occur and remain undetected or prolong detection. 
 
Recommendation: 
Parish Administration/OFS  
The Parish Administration should consider utilizing the existing Office of Fire Services 
management structure to develop agreed upon financial procedures with the VFC’s to ensure 
core elements of financial management are met to include demonstrable policy and practices that 
incorporate an adequate and effective segregation of duties. 
 
HWMVFC 
The HWMVFC Board President and Treasurer should remove the Administrator’s access as 
signatory on all company bank accounts in the next 30 days.  Authorized signers should be 
responsible members of the Board. The Board should maintain the existing policy requiring two 
(2) signatures for all bank transactions.  Copies of the bank signature cards should be maintained 
in a secure file with the Board Secretary.   
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Finding #2: Lack of Documented Approval of Invoices for Payment  
 
Condition:  
The JPOIG tested 12 vendor payment transactions processed during the audit period, and found 
that there was no written approval by management noted on the invoice document or its 
supporting attachments.   
 
Criteria:  
The GAO Standards for Internal Control, commonly known as the Green Book, is a recognized 
authoritative source used by government finance professionals.  Section 10.10 states:  

Transaction control activities are actions built directly into operational processes 
to support the entity in achieving its objectives and addressing related risks. 
‘Transactions’ tends to be associated with financial processes (e.g., payables 
transactions), while ‘activities’ is more generally applied to operational or 
compliance processes. For the purposes of this standard, ‘transactions’ covers 
both definitions. Management may design a variety of transaction control 
activities for operational processes, which may include verifications, 
reconciliations, authorizations and approvals, physical control activities, and 
supervisory control activities. 

 
Cause: 
Currently, the Administrator presents all invoices to the Board President for review and 
approval.  However, the Board President does not notate the invoice as approved for payment. 
 
Exposure: 
Invoices paid without a documented approval process does not provide sufficient evidence or 
documentation that the control process was applied to each specific payment transaction. 
 
Recommendation: 
Parish Administration/OFS  
The Parish Administration should consider utilizing the existing Office of Fire Services 
management structure to develop agreed upon financial procedures with the VFC’s to ensure 
core elements of financial management are met to include demonstrable policy and practices that 
incorporate an adequate and effective invoice payment protocol.   
 
HWMVFC 
The Board President or their designee should approve each invoice for payment by including an 
amount, signature, and date on each transaction that is approved to be paid. 
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Finding #3: Lack of Adequate Internal Control over Payroll Payments  
 

Condition: 
The JPOIG tested 52 payroll transactions for accuracy and proper compliance with Department 
of Labor Laws and the HWMVFC’s own documented payroll policy and procedure.  A number 
of payment exceptions (14 in total) were identified during testing.  Gross pay transactions with 
exceptions totaled $62,022 which represents 32% of the total gross pay processed in the six-
month testing period. 
 
1. Federal and State Taxes were not always withheld; 
2. The hours on the timesheet were summarized incorrectly; 
3. Training hours worked were not included in overtime hours; 
4. State Pay Overtime was calculated incorrectly; and 
5. The employee was not paid for all hours recorded on the timesheet. 

 
Criteria: 
Chapter 11 of the HWMVFC payroll processing guidelines and Federal Labor Law.  See 
Attachment C. 
Cause: 
Although the Administrator received guidance from the Department of Labor, errors in the 
amounts paid to HWMVFC employees still persist, largely due to the fact that the timesheets 
used do not contain totaled hours worked by pay type, and due to the fact that the timesheets are 
manually prepared and many are illegible.   
   
Exposure: 
Errors in employee pay causes the HWMVFC to be at risk for fines and penalties by the 
Department of Labor and litigation by its employees.  The JPOIG is unable to determine the total 
exposure to the company, however, in a previous Department of Labor review occurring in late 
2016, the HWMVFC was required to pay $37,578.20 in back pay to employees to correct payroll 
deficiencies. 
 
Recommendation: 
The JPOIG recommends that:  
Parish Administration/OFS  
The Parish Administration should consider utilizing the existing Office of Fire Services 
management structure to develop agreed upon financial procedures with the VFC’s to ensure 
core elements of financial management are met to include demonstrable policy and practices that 
incorporate an adequate and effective controls for payroll processing.   
 
HWMVFC  
HWMVFC take the following actions to improve internal controls over payroll: 
 

1. Design and implement an employee timesheet that clearly shows daily hours 
worked, and weekly and bi-weekly hourly pay totaled by payment classification 
or type;    

2. The employee timesheet should include an attestation statement for hours worked 
and leave taken during the designated pay period;   
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3. Implement an electronic timesheet to ensure that hourly totals are accurate and 
that hours summarized and submitted to the payroll processing firm agree with the 
individual timesheets supporting all hours indicated and paid; 

4. Include an approval line on the payroll summary sheet and require the Fire Chief 
to review and approve the summary sheet and all timesheets prior to submission 
to the third party payroll processing firm; and 

5. Implement the payroll instructions as indicated by the OFS Director.  
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Finding #4: Fuel Invoicing Exceptions 

Condition: 
The JPOIG tested 25 fuel invoices presented by the fire company’s vendor, Fuelman.  After 
reviewing the fuel reports, 12 instances of exceptions were noted.  Ten (10) exceptions for 
inaccurate mileage entered at the time of fuel purchase, one (1) exception was for an improper 
fuel type purchased, and one (1) exception was due to missing weekly fueling receipts.   Total 
questioned costs for fuel amounts are $2,075 which represents 81% of fuel costs tested for the 
period under audit.  The exceptions recurred amongst four employees, one of which was the Fire 
Chief.  
 
Criteria: 
The GAO Standards for Internal Control, commonly known as the Green Book, is a recognized 
authoritative source used by government finance professionals.  Section 10.10 states:  

Transaction control activities are actions built directly into operational processes 
to support the entity in achieving its objectives and addressing related risks. 
‘Transactions’ tends to be associated with financial processes (e.g., payables 
transactions), while ‘activities’ is more generally applied to operational or 
compliance processes. For the purposes of this standard, ‘transactions’ covers 
both definitions. Management may design a variety of transaction control 
activities for operational processes, which may include verifications, 
reconciliations, authorizations and approvals, physical control activities, and 
supervisory control activities. 

 
Cause: 
The HWMVFC Fire Chief approved the issuance of 4 fuel cards that are maintained in each 
company owned vehicle for employees to use when refueling the vehicles.  As part of that 
issuance process, these employees were not made aware of any fuel purchase policy, nor were 
they given guidelines for the usage of the fuel cards. 
 
Exposure: 
Lack of proper controls over the purchase of fuel, creates the potential for fraud, waste, and 
abuse to occur and remain undetected.  Total questioned costs associated with these exceptions 
are $2,075. 
 
Recommendation: 
The JPOIG recommends that: 
 
Parish Administration/OFS  
The Parish Administration should consider utilizing the existing Office of Fire Services 
management structure to develop agreed upon financial procedures with the VFC’s to ensure 
core elements of financial management are met to include demonstrable policy and practices that 
incorporate an adequate and effective controls on fuel distribution.   
 
HWMVFC 
The HWMVFC draft and implement a fuel purchase policy that includes the following elements: 
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1. Guidelines on the issuance of fuel cards, the responsibilities of the employee who 
takes possession of the card, and accountability requirements that include 
discipline up to and including termination if the cards are misused. 

2. A written process for fueling that details the employee’s responsibilities at the 
pump as the fuel is being delivered to the vehicle. 

3. A written process for reviewing, approving, and paying the fuel vendor, including 
a process for resolving exceptions that appear on the weekly fuel reports. 

4. An escalation process for employees who are consistently experiencing 
exceptions when they fuel the company’s vehicles.  
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Finding #5: Lack of Compliance with the Parish Contract 

Condition: 
As of the date of this report, the OFS has prepared a compliance report on The HWMVFC as 
follows: 

o The third quarter 2020 financial report has not been submitted to OFS, which was 
due on October 15, 2020. 

o The annual audit for 2019 has not been submitted to OFS, which was due after the 
close of the 2019 fiscal year. 

o The current inventory report has not been submitted to OFS. 
 
The JPOIG also noted that the HWMVFC was not in good standing with the LA Secretary of 
State, which is a requirement of the Parish contract.  
 
Criteria: 
Section 1(k) of the Parish contract regarding obligations of the company states the company 
shall, “adhere to all applicable federal, state and local laws in the performance of all services and 
obligations set forth herein.” 
 
Cause: 
The HWMVFC has not updated its information with the Secretary of State as required by 
Louisiana law.  The HWMVFC has not fully complied with the Parish contract or the OFS 
requests for information. 
 
Exposure: 
Lack of compliance with the Parish contract and Louisiana Secretary of State requirements. 
 
Recommendation: 
The JPOIG recommends that the Parish Administration/OFS establish a procedure that requires 
each VFC submit documentation demonstrating the entity is in good standing with the Louisiana 
Secretary of State.   
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Finding #6: Lack of Adequate Fiscal Policies and Procedures 

Condition: 
The JPOIG noted that the HWMVFC’s written policies and procedures lack sections on the 
topics of general fiscal controls, the maintenance and preparation of interim financial statements, 
segregation of duties, allowable and un-allowable costs, fuel purchases and the issuance of an 
annual independent audit report.   
 
Criteria: 
The GAO Standards for Internal Control, commonly known as the Green Book, is a recognized 
authoritative source used by government finance professionals.  Section 12.02 states:  
“Management documents in policies the internal control responsibilities of the organization. 
Procedures may include the timing of when a control activity occurs and any follow-up 
corrective actions to be performed by competent personnel if deficiencies are identified. 
Management communicates to personnel the policies and procedures so that personnel can 
implement the control activities for their assigned responsibilities.” 
 
Cause: 
To date, the HWMVFC management and Board have elected not to implement written fiscal 
policies and procedures, despite previous recommendations from the former OFS Director.  
  
Exposure: 
Lack of written policies and procedures creates the potential for fraud, waste and abuse to occur 
and remain undetected.   
 
Recommendations: 
The JPOIG recommends that: 
 
Parish Administration   
The Parish Administration should consider utilizing the existing Office of Fire Services 
management structure to develop agreed upon financial procedures with the VFC’s to ensure 
core elements of financial management are implemented, documented and available for review.  
 
HWMVFC 
The JPOIG recommends that the HWMVFC implement comprehensive written policies and 
procedures that include fiscal and administrative functions.   
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From: Joe Greco
To: rwilson@mrfd3.com; Linton Duet; 3rd District VFD; Austin Fellows; Billy Zink (azinkjr@gmail.com); Blaine

Terrebonne; Bobby Wilson <RobertWilson; Brad Migliore; Brandon Davis; Cary Radford; Christian Collins; Chuck
Whitmer; Don Robertson; Elvis Smith; Elvis G. Smith; Gary Girard; Hunter, Blake; Joe Greco; Aubry Chaisson -
Grand Isle Fire; Keith Plaisance; Michael Labruzza; Michael Ortiz; Randy Bean LOMVFD; RicHard Parker - Harvey
Vol Fire; Rickie Eslick; Ryan Guidroz; Scott Berthelot

Subject: Standard Operating Procedure
Date: Monday, October 7, 2019 9:14:05 AM
Attachments: Standard Operating Procedure 1 rev.docx

Standard Operating Procedure 2.docx
Standard Operating Procedure 3.docx
Standard Operating Procedure 4.docx
Standard Operating Procedure 5.docx

 
 
 
Presidents / Chiefs
 
I ask that you review the attached SOP’s with your Board Members and consider implementing them
in your Departments.  If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.
 
 
 
 
Joseph R. Greco Jr.
Director
Office of Fire Services
Jefferson Parish
910 3rd Street
Gretna, LA 70053
(504)736-6201
jgreco@jeffparish.net
 
 
 

 

Any information provided to Jefferson Parish Government may be subject to disclosure under the Louisiana Public Records
Law. Information contained in any correspondence, regardless of its source, may be a public record subject to public
inspection and reproduction in accordance with the Louisiana Public Records Law, La. Rev. Stat. 44:1 et seq.
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From: hwfdboard76@gmail.com
To: Greg Lampard
Subject: Re: Response Due Date Reminder, Audit Report
Date: Tuesday, March 23, 2021 11:05:04 AM

The OIG's recommendations have been discussed by the board.

QuickBooks has been implemented.
  
Compliance current per parish contract.

Authorized signatures on bank account has been addressed.

Thank you. 

On Monday, March 22, 2021, 01:47:26 PM CDT, Greg Lampard <glampard@jpoig.net> wrote:

Dear Mrs. Camp,

                I just wanted to send an email to remind the Board that tomorrow, 03/23/2021, is the due date
for any written responses to the confidential draft audit report.  Feel free to contact me at this email
address or the below phone number if you have any questions.

 

Greg J. Lampard, JD, CFE
Auditor

Office of Inspector General

Jefferson Parish

990 N. Corporate Dr., Suite 300

Jefferson, LA 70123

Office:  (504) 736-8962 Ext. 455

Fax:  (504) 736-8963

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and its attachments may be privileged and confidential. It is for
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). If you have received this transmission in error, you are directed
to delete it from your system. It is not to be read, disclosed, reproduced, distributed, disseminated, or
otherwise used. Delivery of this message to anyone other than the intended recipient(s) is not to be
construed in any way to waive privilege or confidentiality. Please notify sender by reply e-mail to
glampard@jpoig.net if you have received this transmission in error.

LA PUBLIC RECORDS NOTICE: Please be advised any information provided to Jefferson Parish
Government may be subject to disclosure under the Louisiana Public Records law.  Information contained
in any correspondence, regardless of its source, may be a public record subject to public inspection and
reproduction in accordance with the Louisiana Public Records Law, La.Rev.State. 44:1 et seq.
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